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[The student’s processing, omitted from this exemplar, was completed to Merit level.]  
 

East-West Sails has received an order from a client to produce a custom-made sail. It has named 
this Job 56. 
 
The cost of making the quad sail is made up of raw materials (sail cloth etc), the cost of labour 
that directly went into making the sail and overheads (like factory cleaning and maintenance). 
Every custom and standard sail produced by East-West Sails must share some of the overhead 
costs.  
 
The business uses a predetermined overhead rate to allocate overhead costs across all jobs. 
They work this out by dividing the overhead costs for the year by the cost driver. Overhead costs 
total $100,000 which is divided by the total labour hours or machine hours expected for the 
year, depending of which is appropriate for a job. These two options are the cost drivers. 
 
Labour hours was chosen as the best cost driver for the quad sail because the production of the 
quad sail is labour intensive, because it takes more labour time than machining time to make the 
quad sail. Therefore, the overhead cost of $100,000 will be divided by 10,000 labour hours so for 
every labour hour used in making the quad sail, $10 will be charged for factory overheads. 
 
When it makes yacht and wind surfer sails East-West uses machine hours as the cost driver as 
these sails need more complex manufacturing and engineering to withstand the forces endured 
while out of the water. It’s only possible to make these sails with machinery. There is more use 
of machine time than labour time when producing yacht and wind surfer sails. 
 
The cost of job 56 for the quad sail is $6,980. This figure was calculated by adding the direct 
materials, direct labour and overheads used on the job. After calculating the cost, I then 
calculated the mark-up using the percentage provided, 140%. $6,980 plus 140% equals $16,752 
which is the amount that the customer will have to pay.   
 
The purpose of East-West Sails operating a job cost subsystem is to record all production costs 
in a manufacturing job so that the customer can be charged the right amount for the job.  
 
Overcharging is when East-West Sails puts too much of a mark-up on its goods/services, which 
can result in a bad reputation. Undercharging is when they charge too little for its product which 
can result in East-West Sails losing money. 
 
Several records are used in the job cost subsystem, like a materials requisition form, time sheet 
and job cost card. These are used to record the amount of labour hours and machine hours spent 
on jobs, the amount of materials and types of materials used on jobs and the total cost of the jobs 
completed. Some internal controls are used with these records to protect the assets of East-West 
Sails. For example, when materials are ordered for the quad sail job, the production manager 
will need to sign the materials requisition form to approve the use of the materials for job 56. 
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This is so that employees cannot just take more raw materials than they need so they have some 
for their own use, to sell to make money, etc. Losing materials to staff theft would mean that 
East-West Sails loses income.  
 
Correctly allocating costs to jobs is very important for East-West Sails as it means that the 
amount of labour hours and materials spent on certain jobs is correct and the costs are accurate 
for each individual job and so customers are not under- or overcharged.  
 
Under-applied overheads happen when the company’s estimated total overhead costs for the 
year is less than the actual overhead costs for the year. Over-applied overheads are when the 
estimated overheads for the year are more than the actual overheads for the year. In this case, 
the overheads have been under-applied as the company’s estimated overheads for the year is 
less than the actual overhead costs for the year. If this happens on lots of jobs East-West Sails 
may not be able to remain in business.  


